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Abdul Musawir Shabbir, Lahore, Pakistan

Dhi Artspace in Hyderabad hosts an online photography exhibition showcasing work from India and neighboring
Asia, reflecting upon the seclusion of our times

Georgina Maddox

FOR those of us who have travelled to India, Pakistan, Nepal, Iran and Bangladesh, we are well aware
that the streets and environs of these South Asian nations are known to be crowded, colourful and
convivial. However, the selection of photographs for the exhibition Le�er from My Homeland is sparse and
solitary, haunting almost, in its intended focus on solitude. Set against the isolating and socially distant
COVID 19 times, one begins to understand that perhaps the intention of the show hosted at Dhi
Artspace, in Hyderabad, is to convey those emotions and moments.

The exhibition showcases the photographs of Abdul Musawir Shabbir from Lahore, Pakistan, Binaya
Humagain, from Nepal, and while Mohsen Sakha’s lens focuses on the vast and arid desert-like
landscapes of Iran, Naim Ul Hasan’s images bring us window-seat views from Bangladesh. Pallov Saikia
takes us to his native place in Rahmaria, Assam, India. What is notable and striking about these
photographs besides the lens-person’s deliberate intentions of portraying the quieter moments of daily
life, is that they completely avoid the touristy view that these countries are often known for; choosing
instead a gri�ier lens.  In other instances, they express a raw but personally poetic narrative.
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Mohsen Sakha, Iran
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Binaya Humagain, Nepal

As the text of the catalogue borrows a line from Roland Barthes who wrote in his seminal book, Camera
Lucida, “For me, photographs of landscape (urban or country) must be habitable, not visitable.” It can be
said, therefore, that the ‘homeland’ is not just about the beauty or breath-taking postcard but the view of
everyday life and the mundane. The landscape shapes the artist/photographer’s identity and the imagery
that we get to view is an exploration of their interaction with it.

Shabbir’s imagery captures the ‘view within a view’ in a sense that he employs the jali or screen, and the
pointed archway of Islamic architecture to ‘frame’ the perspectives through which one can view the
composition. The lone man sits against the backdrop of a worn-down building, the shelves frames him as
they are filled with his everyday objects but the one a�empt to ‘beautify’ the sparseness of his
economically slim living is a lovely green and yellow fabric spread across the shelf and it holds the eye as
it touches the heart. In another image the sun flows in through an elaborately carved screened archway
to reveal to us the interiors of an old hallway where a person sits alone on a long bench (clearly meant for
more people) facing the archway and the light. The royal blue of the carpet fills the frame with a stillness
and quietude as one catches a glimpse of someone hunched over the corner busy working. There are
moments of both contemplation and sleight present in one frame.
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Abdul Musawir Shabbir, Pakistan

“In my photographs, I try to capture the intricacies of human emotions and the way they are kindled by
the world around, using a poetic sensibility and subtlety. Each of my photographs captures two
contrasting moods; the first is a melancholy and nostalgia a�ached to the memories of the past, while the
second one is more optimistic, hoping for a brighter future,” writes Shabbir.  There are other vistas of
lonely streets framed by the recurring pointed archway and the most hopeful of these is the view of a
strapping green tree blossoming in a field viewed through the archway of an old building.

Binaya Humagain, from Nepal takes us away from the tourist filled streets of Patan Durbar Square and
the grand architecture of Kathmandu Durbar Square, focusing instead on lone working-class figures.
Whether it is a male spectator standing guard against a blue metal corrugated sheet, as a vast crowd
behind him smile and cheer on, or a woman working quietly at the sink of her home-kitchen, or a school
girl awaiting in an empty street or a woman bending over an elaborate stall selling jewellery and
keepsakes at a typical road-side kiosk, there is a sense of anticipation; an underlying energy that is
hinted at but doesn’t fully engulf us. It is this tension that weaves together the composition of his ‘visual
diary’ which threads together his daily experiences of his homeland.     
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Binaya Humagain, Nepal

Mohsen Sakha takes us to the arid landscapes that surrounds Iran, its tawny pelted gentle hillsides and
desert-like tracts are relieved only by the suggested movement of trucks and cars. “Every time I embark
on a trip, the road appears as this profound metaphor for the journey. It reminds me of both ‘living’ and
‘leaving’. A road, for me, is the destination and the means to reach the destination as well,” writes Sakha
who is also a documentary filmmaker. The stark frames are both captivating and yet they hint to a sense
of loss.
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Mohsen Sakha, Iran

Naim Ul Hasan’s images of Bangladesh takes us to views from the window, a kind of sheltered existence
that possesses an anonymity and yet is specific to the environment it was shot in. “I live in a government
quarter in one of the busiest spots of Dhaka. Our roadside windows used to stay closed for the dust and
the noise from the road,” recalls Hasan whose lens has been trained on these shut windows with rays of
sunlight filtering in to cast pa�erns on the floor and walls.  “Then came this global pandemic. Streets
became silent. Suddenly it felt like we’ve been transported through a portal in an alternate reality,”
writes Hasan. It is this reality to which he tries curate for his spectators.
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Niam Ul Hasan, Bangladesh

Last but not least, we are taken to the Assam waterfront, where the boat is the primary metaphor
through which artist-photographer Pallov Saikia speaks about the daily life the people of his village
Rahmaria. Whether it is the prone figures of sleeping boatmen, lying among the weeds and aquatic
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vegetation, or the lone boat half-filled and half sunken into the water that reflect the sky against the
se�ing sun, or an old boat stranded in a field of grass…there is a sense of stillness and desolation that we
are engulfed by.  However, there is also a gentler dream-like quality that emanates from these frames.
Even the boy hunched over his boat untying his net and inspecting his catch of fish is not hurried nor are
the women in the Water-Lily ponds harvesting the flowers; there is this general air of the laidback and it
is this sense of quietude that we are engulfed with after viewing all the images of this exhibition.   
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Pallov Saikia, India
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Pallov Saikia, India, Assam
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